


Hand-blown glass  
cups and bottles, 
unlike anything 
you’ve ever used.
We are for ending waste and embracing 
taste. Happy, healthy, sustainable and 
beautiful, we’ve designed our hand-blown 
reusable cups and bottles using materials  
that keep the heat in and the nasties out. 

We are the healthier choice – for you,  
and for the environment. 



SoL: Good  
for the soul. 
About one third of waste disposal facilities 
are made up of packaging materials, and 
each year in Australia over one billion 
takeaway coffee cups are produced and 
disposed of. Unfortunately, disposable 
coffee cups with a film of polyethylene  
are not recyclable, and release methane  
gas when sent to landfill. 

We designed SoL Cups to help people 
move from a throwaway mindset to a  
more environmentally supportive one,  
so we can all be kind to the world around us. 



Why glass? 
Glass is made from naturally abundant 
materials – namely sand – meaning no 
unnecessary chemicals are added in the 
production process. Glass is also far less 
permeable than plastics, meaning it won’t 
absorb residual tastes, odours or germs, 
and won’t leach chemicals (known to be 
endocrine disruptors in the body) into your 
beverage. As a result, SoL Cups offer purity 
of taste – your drink is fresher, cleaner and 
better for you.



The SoL  
signature sleeve.
Our thermal silicone sleeves keep your 
fingers cool and your drink at the perfect 
temperature. They come in a range of eight 
distinctive colours to suit your personality, and 
are food-grade quality and BPA- free, just like 
our glass - so they’re non-toxic. 

SoL Cups’ signature silicone sleeves can also be 
personalised for your business. SoL Cups are 
the perfect way to align your brand with your 
consumers’ values, and this repeated exposure 
becomes an amazing brand-awareness 
opportunity for you - as well as a positive 
experience for your consumer.   

They’re portable, convenient, aesthetically 
pleasing, and infinitely reusable. Choose from 
our range of colours and keep an eye out for 
our limited editions! 



8oz Cup Colours

Blue Stone

Basalt Black Yummy Yellow Deep Sea Green

Winter Bondi Blue Rocket Red Cool GreyBlue Stone Perfect Pink Mystic Mauve

White Wave Radiant Rosé Seaside Slate

Cool Cyan

Waterproof Pouch



12oz Cup Colours

Basalt Black Yummy Yellow Deep Sea Green

Winter Bondi Blue Rocket Red Cool GreyBlue Stone Perfect Pink Mystic Mauve

White Wave Radiant Rosé Waterproof PouchSeaside Slate

Cool Cyan



16oz Cup Colours

Winter Bondi Blue Seaside Slate Perfect Pink Cool Cyan Radiant Rosé Blue Stone



850ml Bottle Colours

Perfect Pink Seaside Slate Deep Sea GreenBlue StoneCool Cyan White Wave
Waterproof
Bottle Pouch

& Brush


